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Post of: August 9, 2009

The Itch to be Human

Music is universal among cultures and so is speech. How did that
happen?

Before children start to talk, they babble and coo. Why? The usual answer is that this vocalization
phase is a step toward speech. That answer works well enough if you believe in a language instinct as
rich as the one described by Steven Pinker, but the weight of the evidence has been pushing this
blog away from that line. So what's this cooing and babbling all about? The question seems
especially pressing after last week's post (here) that said
it is much easier for a species to adapt some new social function to an existing ability. Chater
& Christiansen argue that this process accounts for the evolution of syntax. The ability to
vocalize or sign voluntarily was there, and we added the function.
It sounds good, but we cannot say that human vocalizations develop as a preparation for speech,
and then that speech comes from the development of human vocalizations. Happily, a recent paper
by Nobuo Masataka in Physics of Life Reviews, "The origins of language and the evolution of music,"
(abstract here) suggests a way out of this circle.
Masataka's argument, as it concerns this blog, is:
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1. Infants begin by making vocalizations within the capacity of many primates.
2. They are taught by their caregivers to turn those vocalizations into the sharing of an
emotion.
3. These joint emotional exchanges take on a prosodic quality common to both music and
language.
We are familiar with this emotional unity between mothers, other adults, and infants, but Masataka's
paper makes me think we should be more imaginative. There may have been a long period (many
hundreds of thousands of years) in which members of the human lineage did not talk but did engage
in vocalized bonding.
Step 1. The first non-crying vocalizations are coos (monosyllabic sounds) that start at around 6 to 8
weeks. Mothers typically respond by cooing back to the infant, starting up an exchange of coos.
Matsataka reports that
such interaction has been reported in a nonhuman primate, the Japanese macaque. Animals
of this species utter so-called "coo" calls to maintain contact. [p. 13]
He goes on to say that these macaques develop exchanges. Coo says one and another responds. The
difference is that these coos occur between adults, not infants. Of course, macaques are only
distantly related to humans, so I asked the author what relevance this cooing might have to the story
of human evolution. He replied, “I believe … detailed quantitative analyses will reveal similar
phenomenon in almost all cercopithecines and apes. Thus, in my opinion, Japanese macaques and
gibbons are so-called 'model' species.”
Well, maybe so; although when I think of Jane Goodall’s team observing chimpanzees in the wild
for almost 50 consecutive years, it is hard to suppose the apes have been communicating vocally
without anybody noticing. Even if not, however, macaque cooing shows that vocal exchanges are
something a primate can evolve and some form of convergence could appear elsewhere.
Step 2. By the age of 3 or 4 months human infants are able to time their responses to caregiver
coos. The caregiver coos commonly match the pitch of the infant coo, and by the end of the fourth
month the infant begins matching the caregiver pitch. A true duet of matching pitches begins. Vocal
control improves greatly during this period and by the age of 6 months; infants can generate a
contrastive pitch contour, such as a sound with a falling pitch at the end. Thus, the duets between
caregiver and child become increasingly complex. The imitation appears to be instinctive on the
infant's part, but not the sounds themselves:
Throughout the process of interaction between caregivers and infants it is the caregivers
who first become adept at being influenced by what was emitted by the infants on the last
turn. Such a behavioral tendency must, in turn, be learned by the infants. It is on the basis of
this learning that the skill of purposeful vocal utterance is considered to be first
accomplished by infants. [15]
Caregivers intuitively encourage infants to engage in this vocal matching. "Whereas," says Masataka,
"no such encouragement is observed in nonhuman primates." [16] This style of encouraging
prosodic cooing is commonly called "motherese" and. the paper reports, serves two functions. It
gets an infant's attention and "affective salience," which I take to mean seizing one's emotional
focus.
At this point in his paper Masataka remarks on how these functions "suggest a linguistic benefit for
preverbal infants." Yes, yes, but what about all the nonlinguistic benefits for preverbal infants?
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There would seem to be some. The function of motherese is not linguistic but to bring two people
together in a strong shared emotion.
Part 3. It sounds so agreeable that it seems a shame that language comes along to put an end to the
exchanges. Except, of course, they do persist. At eight months human vocalization takes on the
basics of both speaking words and singing songs. Infants begin making true syllables, and "In
nonhuman primates, no vocalizations are as well-articulated as babbling of 9-month-old human
infants." [17] This may reflect practice and learned control rather than any special motor neurons
and muscles. (It is hard for me to tell from the paper.) What seems fundamentally new is the
motivation to join in such an activity.
Every now and then somebody tries raising newborn apes or monkeys the way human infants are
raised. The ape infants accept the humans as their caregivers and are satisfyingly dependent and
reasonably affectionate, but they do not join in cooing, let alone advancing to the babbling stage.
They never become members of an emotional community. Thus, as they grow older, instead of
fitting in ever more competently with their family's world, they fall out of it. Even apes who learn a
bit of sign language become too uncontrollable to work with.
Conclusion. This process appears to be a fine example of the "C-induction" discussed in last week's
post. C, or coordinated, mastery does not require learning some unyielding law of nature, but merely
the ability to match one's behavior with one's fellows. Cooing seems to fit this definition well. It uses
vocal abilities available to other primates and shows there is a critically necessary "instinct," the yen
to join emotionally with others.
This motivation is not something found in the African apes and must have some sort of
evolutionary history, meaning:
•
•

the process required generations and could not have originally been just a short phase
during infancy, and
the point of such evolution cannot have been either the future development of either a
musical or a linguistic ability. We had to evolve the cooing motivation for its own sake.
We then had to add on the distinctive babbling stage for its own sake.

I take this evolutionary stage to be the period where members of the human lineage morphed from
their status as bipedal apes to members of a protohuman community. The logic sounds plausible,
and now we have to stay alert for empirical evidence that will support or subvert that premise.
Links:
Steven Pinker: http://pinker.wjh.harvard.edu/
Last week’s post: http://www.babelsdawn.com/babels_dawn/2009/08/natural-vs-coordinatedchallenges.html
Nick Chater: http://www.psychol.ucl.ac.uk/people/profiles/chater_nick.htm
Morten Christiansen: http://www.psych.cornell.edu/people/Faculty/mhc27.html
Nobuo Masataka: http://www.pri.kyoto-u.ac.jp/koudou-shinkei/ninchi/people/masataka/tope.html
Paper’s abstract: http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B75DC4TF2J4R-
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Model species: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model_organism

